Shape Morphing of Hydrogels in Alternating Magnetic Field.
Shape-morphing hydrogels have found a myriad of applications in biomimetics, soft robotics, and biomedical engineering. A magnetic field is favorable for specific applications of hydrogels, since it is noncontact and biocompatible at high field strengths. However, most magnetosensitive shape-morphing structures are made of elastomers rather than hydrogels because the magnetization of magnetic hydrogels is usually too low to be actuated under a static magnetic field. Here, we propose a strategy to achieve the shape morphing of magnetic hydrogels. We actuate magnetothermal sensitive hydrogels by an alternating magnetic field (AMF), where magnetic poly( N-isopropylacrylamide) hydrogels can be heated by the AMF and can undergo giant volume shrinkage under high temperature. We design the distributing pattern of magnetic hydrogel strips on an elastomer substrate to realize various two-dimensional and three-dimensional shapes such as heart-shape, truss, tube, and helix. Complex three-dimensional origami structures have been demonstrated using elastomer-magnetic hydrogels as hinges. We further demonstrate the combination of magnetic navigation and magnetic shape morphing, by applying both a direct magnetic field and an alternating magnetic field. The strategy may open new opportunities for the shape morphing of functional hydrogels.